Reviewing FIRST Proposals

CATEGORY B
Non-S&T and S&T for FY19
Proposal Aspects to Consider and Address in Your Review
The following is intended as a guide to assist you as you review the proposal(s) submitted to the
FIRST Program. Please note that not everything described below will apply to every proposal, but most
should. It is important that your review conveys the right message. Hence, please be descriptive, provide
details, and wherever possible provide useful examples from the proposal that help justify your
comments. Please note that these reviews will be seen by the review panel as well as by the proposer,
although in the latter case all reviewer identifying information will be removed from the review.
In addition to the written review, we ask that you assign a rating based on that review. Please
perform your written review first, then see how it aligns with the ratings matrix provided below. Your
rating is of no use to us if it is not supported by your written review.
For Category A proposals, please refer to the Category A FIRST reviewer instructions provided.
For Category B proposals the rank of the PI is important (new faculty members are considered more
favorably, all other things being equal), while in some research areas where the availability of
extramural support is limited we may place less emphasis on the ability to secure extramural support.
1. The Proposed Project
•
•
•
•
•

Is the problem or area to be researched clearly articulated?
Has the PI made the case that the project is innovative?
Are the project objectives relevant to the university research interests?
Has the intellectual merit of the project been made clear, and does it appear to be of high
quality?
Is the methodology feasible, sound and appropriate?

2. The Investigator (or team)
•
•
•
•
•

Does the PI and proposal team appear to be well qualified to perform the proposed
research? If so, what evidence was provided to support this? (E.g., publications, special
awards, other research products).
Is the PI a tenure track Assistant Professor?
Is the PI a new faculty member?
Has the PI received previous internal funding? If so, did the prior funding lead to extramural
funding?
If the PI received prior funding, is the current research area different from that previously
supported?

3. Likelihood of Extramural Funding
•
•

How likely is it that a government agency or business entity would be interested in funding
this research?
If the currently proposed research were funded through this program, do you believe that
additional research may still be needed in order that this research becomes mature enough
and hence competitive enough for an outside entity to be interested in funding it?

•

Has the researcher provided detailed information regarding the likelihood that an external
funding agency or business entity may be interested in funding a continuation of this
project?

4. Relevance to ERAU mission, strategic objectives
•
•
•

Will the project accomplish a strategic objective or lead towards the discovery of new
knowledge?
Will the project lead towards development of a product/software, trademark, or copyright?
Does it appear that this project will lead to academic journal articles or other high quality
research products?

5. The Requested Budget
•
•

Is it likely that all the proposed objectives will be met within the one-year timeframe?
Is the requested budget appropriate for the proposed amount of work and other costs?

Assigning a Rating
We ask that a rating be assigned to the proposal that you review. This rating serves as a useful reference
for the University Research Council as we rank the proposals. In order to be useful, the assigned rating
should be based on the text of the review that you provide and should be aligned with the definition of
the various ratings provided in the matrix below. Hence, you should first review the proposal and
provide written text before you assign a rating. Once you have assigned a rating, please check and
make sure that it aligns with your written review.

Science Question

Methodology

Excellent

Compelling and Fundamental
Question

Well Defined, Feasible and Appropriate
Methodology

Very Good

Less Compelling and Fundamental
Question

Questionable Methodology

Good

Unclear Science Question

Unclear Methodology

Poor

Seriously Flawed; Vague Question

Seriously Flawed; No Clear Methodology
Provided

Rating

